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Intention
The intention of the Community Orchard is to offer people in Wotton and surrounding
areas an opportunity to explore and appreciate trees and nature. Fruit trees are a good
choice because we can eat the fruit directly from the tree which gives the opportunity to
deepen our connection with nature, as well as appreciate their beauty as they grow. This
connection can be strengthened over time by activities that celebrate the seasons:
enjoying the blossom in spring; the shade in summer; harvesting, eating and juicing in the
autumn; and pruning and wassailing in the winter.

Joining the Orchard Community
The group is open to anyone in the Wotton and surrounding areas. It will be free of
charge. To join contact mattcadams@outlook.com with contact details so they can be
added to the mailing list and receive notice directly for any planned events and work
parties. To date (24/04/19) there are 52 names on the mail list.

Communication and collection of data
Data collected will not be shared with any third parties. Members will be contacted via
email about any orchard events, news, dates for work parties, tree care rotas, and other
relevant information such as events taking place at the PARC.

Governance
This is a community project so no single person leads and decision making is collaborative
and people contribute whatever skills and time they feel able. Decisions on the day to day
running of the orchard or proposal for an event can be put forward by any group member
and put to the community for agreed consensus.
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Finances
All matters relating to finance will be made transparent for anyone in the group to access
upon request.
Due to the speed of creating this group and need to plant trees before the window of
opportunity closed there was not enough time to open a dedicated bank account.
Payments made via bank transfer were placed into my personal bank account and cash is
being held in a kitty by me. A dedicated bank account will soon be opened. A record of
donations has been kept.
The group isn’t going to apply for charity status. On the whole raising finances for events
where costs are involved will rely on donations from the community.
Ongoing costs to manage the orchard will be carried out by the community. A record of inkind contributions will be kept as this may prove useful in the future for any potential
funding applications.

Income

2018/19

Donations

799.81
799.81

Expenses
Fruit trees (9 off)

150

Protection and mycorrhiza 407.81
8’ round fence posts

55.68
613.49

Income - Expenses

186.32

In-kind
Donation of 3 trees
Donation of 3 trees
Professional services
Time for planting
Planning & Admin
planted)

£54
£54
£80
£200
£200

Total

£588

(Pear)
(Apple)
(Ian Pullen to provide tractor and post rammer)
(2 hrs for an average of ten people)
(10 hours for one person, to set up group and get trees
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Maps
Existing fruit trees (14/02/19)

Proposed map showing area for new planting on a grid formation and the remaining fruit
trees that have a possibility of survival. (18/02/19)
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Identification of fruit trees
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Planting rational
8 cider apples and 4 eating apples of mainly, local varieties were selected. This gives
many options for eating, cooking, apple juice and & cider making. For a community
orchard to work it is necessary to think long term about how the trees will be managed
and how the fruit will be used. In ten years time, as the trees begin to mature, they could
each produce around 100 to 150 kg’s of fruit. Not being able to use the produce can
become a discouraging to see fruit rotting on the ground.
The root stock dictates the size of the tree (see appendices) . The majority of the orchard
is on M106 which is a medium – large stock, except for the Hagloe Crab which is on a
traditional M25 which is larger. M106 is suitable for a community orchard because they will
not get too big and so hopefully will not become a burden for pruning and harvesting. The
Hagloe Crab is deliberately chosen on an M25, as the intention is for this to become the
wassail tree. Hopefully It will provide the visual appearance of an emergent tree, growing
much bigger than the rest.
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Existing trees outside the grid that survive and are worth saving can be transplanted into
the grid matrix next year (2020) plus any new varieties or donation of trees as time
progresses. The trees already planted are mostly Gala, pears, cherry and possibly bramley
apples. The root stock for these trees are not known. They were purchased from B&Q and
so it’s likely they are meant for a typical back garden on an M26 that will reach a height of
around 3 to 3.5M.
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About the varieties

Apples
Variety

Root
stock

Use

Ashmead’s Kernel

M106

E, Ci, Ck

An excellent dessert apple.
Gloucestershire’s most famous apple
started in 1700 but not recognised much
outside the county for nearly 300 years
after its birth.

M106

Ci

Excellent quality, bittersweet cider
apple. This apple was found growing in
Shepperdine and was found to make
excellent cider. We don’t know the
name of the apple so it was named after
the woman who’s orchard they were
found in – Carol and the fact they were
red.

M106

Ci

A bitter sharp cider apple grown widely
in Gloucestershire and Hereford dating
back to around 1600.

M25

Ci, Ck

A highly regarded vintage cider variety
possibly started as early as 1620 in the
hamlet of its name near Awre. Years ago
its cider could be `exchanged barrel for
barrel for spiritous liquor’. Also a good
cooking apple.

Katy

M106

E, Ci

Bright red heavy cropper. Sweet/acid,
firm and juicy. Best known as a dessert
apple, but is used commercially as a
sweet cider apple too.

Kingston Black

M106

Ci, Ck

One of the best known vintage cider
varieties, medium bittersharp. Somerset
19th century.

M106

E

An old general purpose variety from the
village of its name. Mentioned in 18th
Century literature. Stores very well

Blakney Red

?

P

The most common perry pear which can
also be stewed. Also used to dye
soldiers’ khaki uniforms. Very reliable,
heavy cropper.

Comice

?

E

Medium/large yellow fruit often with a
red flush, rich juicy flavour, grow with
Concorde for reliable pollination, 19th
century.

Conference

?

E

Reliable cropper, excellent flavour, selffertile, Hertfordshire 19th Century.

Gloucestershire

Carol’s Red’s
Gloucestershire

Foxwhelp
Gloucestershire

Hagloe Crab
Gloucestershire

Somerset

Longney Russet
Gloucestershire

Fruiting

Pears
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Key Ci = cider Ck = cooking E = Eating

P=Perry

Descriptions taken from http://www.lodgefarmtrees.co.uk
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Resources
Suppliers
Lodge Tree Farm

A small nursery in Rockhampton, specialising in local fruit
trees, Rockhampton http://www.lodgefarmtrees.co.uk/WP/

Trees and Hedges

For wire mesh guards and other accessories
https://www.treesandhedging.co.uk

Orange Pippin Trees

Lots of useful information about planting, varieties and also
suppliers of trees https://www.orangepippintrees.co.uk

Books
Craft Cider Making
by Andrew Lea

An excellent book for learning how to make cider, apple juice
and vinegar. Andrew worked at Long Ashton Cider Research
Station before it closed in 1985
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Appendices
About Matt Adams
Born locally in Iron Acton I have been living in Wotton-under-Edge with my
family since 1998. I am a Deep Ecologist but began life as a mechanical
engineer. I completed a BSc in Environmental Management at UWE in the
mid-nineties and have worked with Gloucestershire Wildlife trust, Somerset
Wildlife Trust, and in the Amazon Rain Forest. I ran a gardening charity for
11 years promoting no-dig, compost methods and established education and
research projects to promote the ides of growing food for nutrition. I spent
5 years as a local, craft cider maker with John Barnes called Barnes and
Adams during which time we planted orchards in the local area. I am currently working as
a carpenter. I remain involved in environmental work with a particular interest in soil
biology and nutrition.
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Rootstock sizes & recommended spacings
It’s surprising for many to learn that that you cannot use the
seed from your favourite apple, pear, plum or cherry to
grow another of the same variety. If you try this the tree
will revert to an original wild variety. The way to continue a
variety is to ‘graft’ it. Grafting involves taking
the upper part (scion) of one plant and splicing it onto the
root system (rootstock) of another plant.
The rootstock dictates the size of the tree. Research carried
out in the early 1900’s at East Malling research centre
discovered and classified the root stocks we use today. The Malling (M) series and
Malling/Merton (MM) series (with John Innes Inst.) of rootstocks are used in virtually every
part of the world where apples are grown commercially.
http://www.emr.ac.uk/
projects/rootstock-research-east-malling-history/

Root Stock
Spacing for Semi-vigorous rootstocks
Apple – MM106
This is a good choice for the community orchard or for individual trees in a larger garden,
and staking is not usually required once the trees are established. Trees may be trained as
either "bushes", with a shorter clear stem, or "half-standards", with a clear stem of about
1.2m-1.4m.
If space is tight you can use 3.5m between the trees if they are bush-trained, but a wider
spacing is better for trees trained as half-standards.

Distance between trees:

3.5m - 4.5m

Spread:

4m

Apple – M25
Generous spacings are needed for these vigorous "standard" rootstocks, but they offer the
visual appeal of the traditional orchard.

Distance between trees:

6m - 8m

Spread:

5.5m+
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https://www.orangepippintrees.co.uk/articles/fruit-tree-spacing-guide

Cider Apples
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